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CCrISP course—Care of critically Ill surgical patient: A critical educational evaluation of the curriculum

Abstract

Introduction: Education is a progressing and changing sector of all sciences. Especially in Medicine and Surgery, education has been evolving rapidly the past century and the changes are evident in strategies, methods, evaluation and assessment. Simulation, 3D encounters and small group sessions are replacing books, long exams and large group teaching lectures in an attempt to keep up with technology and innovation.

Methods: CCrISP is a Royal College of Surgeons course about the management of the critically ill surgical patient. Having that as an example, various educational theories and methods are analysed and presented in the following article.

Conclusion: Surgical education has a long more way to evolve in order to be effective, quick, safe and widely approved. Research is ongoing in various fields of surgical education and various methods are implemented in an attempt to deliver the best teaching to the future surgical trainees.

Introduction

Surgical education has been evolving rapidly recently. Changing from teacher-based lectures to more innovative teaching methodologies, surgical education has progressed a lot. In general, education science has been introducing various ways of transmitting knowledge as well as different assessment methods which are all under discussion and revision. Surgery is however a sector that requires a lot more that transmitting the theoretical knowledge as practical skills teaching is extremely important [1]. Until recently, surgical education was using very specific educational methods such as the halstedian technique which has been questioned as a model and is not in broad use anymore [2]. In addition, many have argued that the traditional technique of “see one, do one, teach one” should not be used anymore because of the increasing complexity of surgical procedures [3,4]. Consequently, it is evident that surgical education requires discussion revision and redesign to reflect progression in science of education as well as new surgical needs [5].

Simulation is one of the new trending techniques and numerous courses focus on that [6]. This report critically evaluates the “Care of the critically ill surgical patient (CCrISP)” course, organised and provided by Royal College of surgeons in the UK.

Course description and outline

The “Care of the critically ill surgical patient (CCrISP)” is an interactive two-day course providing theoretical knowledge as well as practical skills regarding the acutely ill surgical patient [7]. Apart from the two intensive days, it also provides pre-course compulsory e-learning material. CCrISP is recognised by Health Education England and its curriculum is coherent with the National Surgical Training Curriculum [8]. It is very clear that the course addresses to core trainees and registrars as well as surgical practitioners, but foundation trainees are not suitable.

The course has 4 very well specified and clear learning outcomes which exist in the Royal College of Surgeon website. The potential participant is therefore very well prepared regarding what to expect from the course (Table 1). Indeed, the learning outcomes are designed exactly on the course information and vice versa, the course design and content
reflect the learning outcomes effectively. As a result, they are all met by the end of the course and participants are able to perform each one of them with confidence. It is also very important that the learning outcomes as well as the curriculum of the course was sent out in advance. Communication of learning outcomes and course objectives is very important while designing a curriculum as per Harden’s ten questions [9]. In CCrISP, I felt that the communication between the course administrators and the participants was very effective, preparing us to what to expect from the course.

CCrISP consists of various teaching and learning techniques such as lectures, demonstrations, simulated patient scenarios and case–based skill stations. The day starts at 8:00 and finishes at 17:30 with 2 coffee breaks and a lunch break in between, which last 90minutes in total. The participants are taught initially the basic principles of the acutely ill surgical patient, discuss it in small groups and watch a faculty demonstration. The following session is organised in 4 stations and participants rotate in groups of 6 (total of participants 24) mocking various clinical scenarios. There are also sessions organised only to practice skills that are again held in 4 stations. Each station has one tutor/supervisor so there is a 1:4 tutor/student ratio which is satisfactory enough as the level of the skills taught is not excessively demanding.

### Course curriculum

CCrISP curriculum is structured in an effective way starting from basic medical knowledge that a core trainee is supposed to have, progressing in more complex theoretical and practical procedures. Its structure follows the PRISMS framework as well as the SPICES model [10] ensuring these principles are maintained throughout (Tables 2, 3). The lectures were always less than one hour, structured in an interactive format in between the practical sessions, following Bligh’s model [11]. A lot of questions related to the subject with various means of presentation such as powerpoint, videos, writing on smartboards and excellent presentational skills of the speakers kept the interest of the participants high. There are views supporting that elimination of lectures in the afternoon will be more useful, however there is ongoing discussion about what is the best time for a lecture, morning or afternoon [12]. The lectures were covering very well the theoretical part of the course focusing on understanding the basic clinical features of the critically ill patient. I personally believe that the lectures were very well organised, adequate but not excessive time was given and messages were interestingly and effectively transmitted to us.

Regarding the small group sessions, these were valuable to elaborate on what was taught during the lectures giving the opportunity to the participants to express themselves and to exchange views with peers [13]. However, guidance on what to discuss was minimal and participants ended up discussing irrelevant topics. My personal view is that a supervisor/coordinator of the discussion would be useful to ensure effective exchange of views and productive conversation. Simulation and practical stations were also held in small groups, but each group had their own tutor to guide them. Indeed, that was very useful as the 1:4 tutor: student ratio allows good level of supervision and more interaction between all the members of the team. In addition, the faculty demonstration was again of great value so that the participants see the action plan and the management of the acutely ill patient in practice. Everything was shown in real time and participants were observing an excellent simulation understanding the principles of CCrISP in depth. Interestingly, following the demonstration, the participants had to implement themselves what they had seen as well as the knowledge they gained until that point of the day.

The second day followed the same structure, covering different cases of the acutely ill patient and different pathologies. The lectures focused on other reasons that could lead in an unwell patient, closing the literature requirements of the course. The scenarios changed and they combined more complex patients having pathologies from all the taught material. Participants were now asked to work in small groups addressing these patients to demonstrate they are able to implement the knowledge they acquired. The gradually advancing difficulty in scenarios was a very effective tool to engage participants of all levels to manage the acutely ill patients and build their confidence during the two days.

I personally felt that escalation of scenario difficulty was designed in a relatively uneventful way, so that participants were not stressed or felt insecure. Dealing with a more complex patient seemed normal consequence of what we were learning. Overall, practical and theoretical sessions were very well paired so that we are able to deal with each one of the scenarios effectively.

### Assessment methods and feedback

Before attending the course as well as after, participants need to answer online a pre–course questionnaire. It primarily consists of case–based scenarios that cover most of the pathologies of a critically ill patient. The pre–course material is very well structured, coherent and easily used. Submission is done via the RCS website and the process is self–explanatory. High participant motivation via web–based pre–course reading has been proven effective in the learning process [14]. Consequently, a well–prepared interesting pre–course material

---

**Table 2: SPICES model [10].**

| Student-Centred |
| Problem-Based |
| Integrated |
| Community-Based |
| Electives |
| Systematic |

**Table 3: PRISMS model [26].**

| Practice-based |
| Relevant to students and communities |
| Inter professional and interdisciplinary |
| Shorter courses in small units |
| Multisite locations |
| Symbiotic |

---
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was essential as it prepared the participants positively regarding the subsequent course. However, there was also post-course evaluation, which was compulsory to acquire the attendance certificate. In this way, learning outcome achievement could be assessed by the course administration comparing the participants results pre and post course attendance. This is consistent with the current view that evaluation of the outcomes of the course is considered an indicator of high-quality teaching [13].

According to Nicol and McFarlane, feedback needs to have several features to be effective such as clarifying what good performance is and facilitating the development of self-assessment while closing up the gap between the teacher and the learner [15]. Black and William have also proven that written comments are more effective than marks [16] as students are more orientated on what needs to be improved. The tutors’ feedback should avoid including an element of judging and needs to be transmitted and perceived as an opportunity to improve the participant’s performance [17]. In addition, feedback should be conceptualised as a comment on the participant’s general performance and focus on specific points of a task such as scenario or patient management. Indeed, feedback on somebody’s “self” is not considered useful and does not actually lead to improvement of the task performance [13].

All the above were taken into consideration in CCrISP course feedback structure. To begin with, feedback and assessment are closely related educational activities and they frequently overlap [18]. In CCrISP course, written feedback was given to the participants without any personal judging apart from specific comments on the task performance. It was given as concurrent feedback by the end of each task by the tutor of each group. Given that when feedback is provided in a timely manner, it has increased value for students [13], I found that the immediate feedback was very useful. However, a summative feedback was given at the end of the day with overall comments for the participants’ performance. It is proven that immediate feedback is more constructive while learning a specific task [19], however, delayed feedback is better associated with strategies in learning and it is also important [20]. The given feedback following Strandbygaard’s views, was covering the main points for an effective feedback in a surgical environment. The feedback providers were the tutors and they were as many as the stations, which enabled them to give constructive and personalised feedback [21]. I personally felt, that each of my feedback comments were very well structured and were addressing real problems I was facing or had not spotted by that time. I also noticed that the second day I was already improving my skills trying to implement some of the first day’s comments on my performance. Finally, it was impressive that even to tasks that my performance was below the satisfactory level, the feedback was very effective. Indeed, it was not poorly presented and was carefully communicated to me taking into consideration the crucial issue of failing the failed student [22].

However, feedback is an exchanging procedure coming from both sides, tutor and student [13]. Forms of feedback were given to us at the end of each day, covering the main learning outcomes and asking us how we felt regarding their achievement. I felt that same day feedback was very effective as we did not have the chance to forget any details and we were still very passionate to provide the course administrators with our ideas rather than we would have been if we were completing a feedback form from home several days later.

**Important positive features of CCrISP**

The CCrISP course presented several advantages compared to other surgical courses that I have attended in the past. Learning outcomes were well structured and were able to create a link between the curriculum and the assessment part of the course [23]. In terms of human factor, target group of participants was very well described before the registration to the course, so all the participants had the appropriate level to attend the course. This resulted in audience questions of adequate and interesting level as well as in a coherent and well communicating cohort of participants sharing similar needs. In addition, tutors were very carefully selected, as they were all experienced surgeons, making the scenarios much more lively and real. This helped me engage more with simulation and I was able to perform patient management as if I was under real circumstances.

Regarding the curriculum, as described above, difficulty in lectures and scenarios was increased on the second day, and escalation of the case complexity was gradual following the theoretical knowledge that we were acquiring. This model was clearly consistent with the Zimmerman’s spiral curriculum and was very well implemented throughout the course. Different teaching methods, video and simulation were all used in order to keep the participants’ interest as high as possible. From my point of view, holding the lectures in large groups and practical sessions/scenarios in small groups of 4, was effective to achieve each one of the learning outcomes.

In addition, tutors in lectures were mostly facilitators of the learning process rather than dry transmitters of it which follows current state-of-art in education [13]. The course was also combining educative lectures with practical scenarios where knowledge acquired was implemented, which follows the educative method knowing how – showing how, helping participants to understand in depth the management of the surgical ill patient [24]. Finally, this course is more focused on the “learning surgeon” a term used frequently nowadays to describe the continuity of surgical education [1].

**Features of CCrISP for improvement**

Regarding features that require change and improvement, thankfully CCrISP course has minor disadvantages. The most important one, I believe is the intensity of the course in relation with self-evaluation. The hours are limited and the material that needs to be taught is excessive. However, the main points are still transmitted to the participant but there is no free time for practice unsupervised. According to Zimmerman, self-regulated learning is essential to learn effectively. Feedback and supervision act on top of that to add on the learning
experience [25]. Consequently, learning objectives might be more easily achieved if some time is allocated for practice and reflection on performance.

Summary

In conclusion, CCrISP is a course offered by Royal College of Surgeons for intermediate and senior level surgical trainees. It combines various ways of teaching and assessment, allowing the candidate to learn in depth how to manage the acutely ill surgical patient. Overall, it is a well-structured course following the main contemporary tendencies of surgical education and creates a high quality and friendly but professional learning environment where the various learning objectives are effectively achieved.
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